Minutes of the joint TCCE/TCE meeting
9:30 – 10:30 a.m.
Monday, June 17, 2013
ACC 2013, Washington, D.C.

1) Sebastian Dormido: announcement of the upcoming ACE in Sheffield, U.K. (60 papers accepted out of 70-80 submitted).

2) Bonnie Ferri (recipient of Harriet and Regis award, IEEE Education Society): announcement of workshop in Atlanta (the week after the ACC), "hands on education" grant (NSF).

3) Introduction of new members:
   (a) Girish Chowdhary (assistant professor at Oklahoma State)
   (b) Tansel Yucelen (research faculty at GTU, joining Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at the Missouri University of Science and Technology as Assistant Professor in Fall 2013, interested in contributing to control education activities)

4) Bozenna Pasik-Duncan: announcement of the two Special Sessions at ACC 2013, and brief report on past Special Sessions (all have had technical programs, e.g. Richard Murray's talk on a course based on his award-winning textbook).

5) Discussion of a new initiative led by Bonnie Ferri: Invited Sessions on Control Education at future CDC's and ACC's, starting at ACC 2014.
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